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Abstract. Da’wah cannot be left from the mosque’s existence as a center of worship and scientific development. The transformation of the use of digital media has penetrated various communication needs, including a strategy in virtual preaching by utilizing social media. Da’wah is no longer carried out by groups considered qualified in religious understanding, but every individual can do this virtual da’wah. Within the framework of the prosperity of the mosque, the Youth of the Mosque Baitissalam Paiton, Probolinggo started to use social media to spread positive religious values. It has not been accompanied by an awareness of the importance of concepts and strategies that are strong in the persuasive messages of virtual da’wah, so they need reinforcements. This method of community service is carried out by strengthening the concept of virtual da’wah, mosque youth branding, and audio-visual training to create interesting social media creative content attention of millennial youth. The results of community service activities show awareness social media to design a virtual da’wah strategy through creative social media content and increased creativity in determining ideas to spread religious values for teenagers.
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1 Introduction

Da’wah is a human need in spiritual life and activities, da’wah can be done in various ways, either through lectures, sermons, or writings (Risdiana & Ramadhan, 2019). However, in today’s technological era, da’wah is not enough through conventional means. The era of globalization has implications for the emergence of the information society. The information society finds convenience abundant since entering the internet era. The community is even easier to connect to interact. They communicate, behave, work, and think as a digital society (digital native) (Supratman, 2018). Digital society is becoming an era trend technology that produces various new media platforms. Technology is one of the important things in influencing the nation’s next-generation (Resendy, 2018).

Da’wah, of course, cannot be left out of the existence of the mosque. The mosque is a holy place that is no stranger to its position for Muslims. Mosque other than as a center of worship for Muslims, it is also a symbol of the greatness of the spread of Islamic da’wah (Nasikin, 2017). The mosque is the most strategic place in fostering and mobilizing the potential of Muslims to realize formidable human resources and quality (Siswanto, 2019). Human resources are expected to become the driving force of da’wah and part of efforts to prosper the mosque youth. Through the role of the mosque youth, the mosque can become a forum for the formation of morality and morality education for the surrounding community, particularly teenagers who are now very vulnerable in the real world (Nevihwa, Maya, & Yasyakur, 2018).

The change in focus from using conventional media to digital media has now penetrated various communication needs (Baran & Davis, 2010). The needs and interests of the community, especially youth groups, in meeting the needs of understanding against the teachings of Islam is a driving force for teenagers to use social media as a platform that is easily accessible and able to provide information quickly. Digital literacy owned by the youth group is an easy way to adapt to new internet-based media (Tjahyadi, 2007).

Virtual da’wah has become an alternative in da’wah in the digital era. Utilizations social media for preaching virtually can then be a channel (channel). Da’wah is effective if designed creatively through interesting messages to be a preference for teenagers. Mosque youth can perform worship activities and social through social media. Youth mosques in urban areas certainly have challenges in the flow of information and entertainment that can expose urban youth social life.

The youth of the Baitissalam Mosque in the middle of the capital city of Probolinggo has the spirit of da’wah to try to prosper the mosque. Baitissalam Mosque has adequate internet connection facilities. This facility can be used for: support the formulation, production, development, and distribution process of
da'wah messages based on digital data (Wasesa, 2011). The youth of the Baitissalam Mosque have started their activities virtual da'wah through video postings on Instagram social media. Recently the content that has been created is in the form of a counter-trend of "How Geregetnya You Are" which then viral on social media by contextualizing the message in a teenage-style message-Islamic (Nuraini & Muhtarima, 2016). This early activity has shown enthusiasm reaching virtually for mosque youth. Still, Baitissalam Mosque Youth does not yet have a strong concept to design messages persuasive virtual da'wah, so they need reinforcements. Several administrators conveyed that they create content only when an idea comes up, is not programmed, and has a systematic timeline even though they realize that what they are posting is a message laden with religious values and reminders for the younger generation of Muslims (Weiss, 2018).

Lack of mastery of concepts and strategies in the use of social media for preaching is a separate problem for partners. Social media that has a lot used just "fad" is used but not used as a medium virtual da'wah whose messages are deliberately made in a systematic and structured manner so that there are clear and measurable goals. So that it can be formulated things that become partner problems are (1) virtual da'wah is only done "on a whim" isn't it? Used as da'wah activities whose messages are systematic and structured so that they can be measured its effectiveness; (2) it is not yet realized that virtual da'wah can improve mosque youth 'branding' as one of the strategic groups to spread values religious values in the millennium and contemporary era, especially for teenagers; and (3) lack of mastery concepts and strategies in the implementation of virtual da'wah carried out through creative content.

2 Method

Community Partnership Program activities are carried out by implementing various methods, namely education by providing socialization and theoretical strengthening by both parties resource persons from the team, and audio-visual training, creating creative content through works short film (short movie) to be posted via Instagram social media delivered by a resource person from the Production House “Rumah Kreatif Condet” (RKC). The steps taken by the team are: (1) collecting information initial by conducting initial observations, and interviews with management in the context of problem mapping; (2) Identify the problem, where the team did identify problems and agree on solutions to reinforce the form of conceptual understanding and training for; (3) provide a solution that conveys reinforcement about the importance of social media for virtual da'wah facilities, potential map media as propaganda channels, and provide training from social
media practitioners to improve digital literacy, especially regarding creative content via audio-visual to be posted via social media; (4) team coordination with the management and the related Baitissalam Mosque Takmir Council preparation and schedule of activities; (5) implementation of activities, activities carried out for 2 (two) days, namely 23 and 24 February 2019 at the Baitissalam Mosque Hall, Paiton, Probolinggo.

3 Results and Discussion

Community Service Activities carried out with Baitissalam Mosque Youth partners, Paiton, Probolinggo, and became the organizing committee for the event these activities by contributing to: (1) determining the place and time activity; activities carried out as part of the work program in the field of publication; (2) coordination with the Mosque Takmir Council regarding place permits; (3) mobilization of activity participants. This activity was attended by a number of 20 administrators with varying levels of education, ranging from junior high school students to university students; and (4) event managers; where event officers such as registration, MC, qori, documentation, and all consumption is done by.

The event started with the recitation of the holy Qur’an and the opening by the Chairperson The Takmir Council of the Baitissalam Mosque and the Chair of as hosts. Event The next step is the reinforcement provided by the Service Team. Source person First, H. Ahmad Fawaid, M.Th.I. delivered material related to the concept of virtual da’wah. Virtual da’wah can be interpreted as an invitation to humans to the path that Allah blesses by using the internet (washihah) media. Currently, reaching virtual reality has become a new approach in da’wah strategy that is very possible this is done with social media that teenagers, including teenagers Baitissalam mosque can access. In the association’s perspective, the idea of virtual da’wah becomes one of the formulations of the results of the 2015 Muktamar Nahdlatul Ulama in Jombang. Da’wah virtual is da’wah bi ahsanil qawl: da’wah with oral, written, picture, and symbols in the form of internet-based audio, video, and audio-visual, as well as has a public, mass, and social context. In virtual da’wah, anyone can be da’wah actors, not only those who are often called ‘ustadz’/‘ustadzah’ or ‘kyai’ because basically in Islam, conveying goodness is the obligation of every Muslim. Maudu’ (theme/topic) of virtual da’wah can certainly be related to aqidah, morals, ahkam, ukhwah, education, social, culture, society, amar makruf and nahi munkar, and other current issues, with a note that the packaging (packaging) of this themes must be adapted to the mindset of the millennial generation and adapted to the media.
Meanwhile, the second resource person, Farida Hariyati, deliver material about mosque youth branding through virtual da’wah. Mosque youth are sometimes considered less sociable, anti-technology, and old-fashioned. Whereas, in this millennial era, teenagers are a group that has the potential to convey many messages of kindness through social media such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Branding is a good communication activity by companies or individuals to build and raise brands or brands. In this context, of course, Brand does not only mean goods or products, but also individuals, so it is called Personal Branding. Personal Branding is an effort or effort made by someone to make themselves a brand known and remembered so that it has an assessment or view separate from the general public. Personal brands can reflect the “distinctive differentiator” or show someone’s uniqueness. Regarding the mosque’s youth, then skills in virtual preaching on social media through creative content can be a personal branding commodity to give a distinction and, in the end, improve the image of mosque youth in the millennial era (Nasrallah, 2015).

Training on creating creative content by RKC was held on Sunday, 24 February 2019, with speakers: Ihsan Kamil. Source person provides material about making short films by paying attention to the processes, from the pre-production process, the initial process, the production process, and the post-production process, as well as what is the mechanism for promoting the results of the films that the participants so has made that it gets a good response from the audience, or subscribers, or viewers.

After the presentation of the material, participants were given the task of making a short video by empowering participant resources, both as content creators, crew, and talent (Surjono, 2013). The practical activity of making this short video into a fun challenge for the trainees because they experience directly how to make a video for creative virtual da’wah guided by professionals (Astuti, 2002).

The community partnership program activities have been well implemented and get a positive response and enthusiasm from the teenagers and young people active in the youth activities of the Baitissalam Mosque, Paiton, Probolinggo. Implementing this partnership program can provide an initial stimulus for strengthening virtual da’wah in the millennial era, which is possible for teenagers. As a result of this training, the participants made works in short videos with the title "SEDEKAH" guided directly by the production house Rumah Kreatif as a practitioner resource. This video is projected to be uploaded on the account youtube as an authentic work of the Baitissalam Mosque Youth as a first step for starting a virtual da’wah movement for the millennial generation (George et al., 2013).
The output of this Community Service activity is awareness. The virtual da’wah carried out by needs to be designed more strategically, systematic, and structured; gained awareness that virtual da’wah through social media can increase the ‘branding’ of mosque youth as a strategic group in spreading religious values; and the development of mastery of concepts and strategies virtual da’wah through packaging messages in creative content.

4 Conclusion

From the results of community service activities, several conclusions can be drawn that the series of strengthening the concept of virtual da’wah, branding, and creative content training provide increased understanding, awareness, and skills to administrators. However, there are some weaknesses that the activity should be carried out on an ongoing basis so that still gets assistance regularly intensive in doing virtual da’wah.
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